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Here, we report the effects of enhanced magnetic fields resulting from type-II superconducting NbTiN slabs
adjacent to narrow Hall bar devices fabricated from epitaxial graphene. Observed changes in the magnetore-
sistances were found to have minimal contributions from device inhomogeneities, magnet hysteresis, electron
density variations along the devices, and transient phenomena. We hypothesize that Abrikosov vortices, present
in type-II superconductors, contribute to these observations. By determining the London penetration depth,
coupled with elements of Ginzburg-Landau theory, one can approximate an upper bound on the effect that
vortex densities at low fields (< 1T) have on the reported observations. These analyses offer insights into device
fabrication and how to utilize the Meissner effect for any low-field and low-temperature applications using
superconductors.
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I. INTRODUCTION21

Graphene has proven, in the last decade, to be a techno-22

logically useful material thanks to its extraordinary electrical23

properties [1–4]. Its low-field (< 3T) transport applications24

are far reaching, ranging from spintronics devices [5–7] to25

electron optics [8–11] to serving as a standard for resistance26

[12–16]. Moreover, graphene continues to offer research av-27

enues in the lower-field regime, where its physics may be28

studied and implemented for the discovery and optimization29

of nanoscale and macroscopic devices.30

One of the frequent requirements for measuring graphene-31

based devices for the transport applications listed above is32

the use of a magnetic field (B field) to activate or reveal33

certain effects. For low-field applications, commercially avail-34

able permanent magnets can only exhibit a field as strong35

as 1 T. Such a limit could benefit from potential magnetic36

enhancement provided by the device being used. The Meiss-37

ner effect in type-I superconductors could deliver significant38

enhancement in local areas due to B field screening but with39

the major disadvantage that all of these superconductors have40

critical fields well below 1 T. Consequently, for many practical41

applications, type-II superconductors provide more flexibility.42

Many efforts have been concerned with direct interactions43

of superconductors on or around graphene in the form of44

proximity effects, Andreev reflections, and device contacting45

[17–20], but fewer efforts report information on the extent46

to which B fields could be enhanced with superconductors47

[21,22].48

*albert.rigosi@nist.gov, afr2117@columbia.edu

In this paper, we investigate the effects of adjacent type-II 49

superconducting NbTiN slabs on the measured resistances of 50

narrow Hall bar devices fabricated from epitaxial graphene 51

(EG) on 4H-SiC. Observed apparent changes in the magne- 52

toresistances and, by extension, the electron densities suggest 53

that the devices are experiencing an enhanced B field, whose 54

transverse profile is analyzed in the context of the Meissner 55

effect and Abrikosov vortices in type-II superconductors. The 56

upper critical B field for the NbTiN slabs was determined 57

with experimental data, enabling one to determine the Lon- 58

don penetration depth (λL). When coupled with elements 59

of Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory, an approximation of the 60

vortex densities in the low-field regime was calculable. The 61

results and analyses presented here offer advancement in the 62

application space of low-field, low-temperature technologies, 63

where the local B-field enhancement can reduce future B-field 64

requirements for a variety of devices. 65

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL METHODS 66

A. Device preparation 67

EG films were grown on 4H-SiC substrates at a tem- 68

perature of 1900 °C. This temperature enables Si atoms to 69

sublimate from the substrate, allowing C atoms to form a 70

hexagonal lattice. Substrates were diced from 4H-SiC(0001) 71

wafers from CREE [23] and chemically cleaned with a 5:1 72

diluted solution of hydrofluoric acid and deionized water. 73

Substrates were then processed with AZ5214E to utilize 74

polymer-assisted sublimation [24]. Next, substrates were 75

placed on a polished graphite slab (SPI Glas 22 [23]) silicon- 76

face down. The growth furnace was flushed with argon gas 77

and filled (100 kPa) from a 99.999% liquid argon source. The 78
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graphite-lined resistive-element furnace (Materials Research79

Furnaces Inc. [23]) was held at 1900 °C for ∼5 min, with80

respective heating and cooling rates of about 1.5 °C/s.81

After the completion of the epitaxial growth procedure, EG82

films were inspected with optical and confocal laser scanning83

microscopy, as described by previous work [25]. For device84

fabrication, we followed well-documented photolithography85

processes designed for etching Hall bars and corresponding86

device contacts [26], using a layer of Pd/Au to protect the EG87

surface from organic contaminants. A key difference in our88

process was the use of NbTiN for the contact pad material, a89

decision made on the basis of the superconducting properties90

of this material [27,28]. A control device design is illustrated91

in Fig. 1(a), with the injected current intended to travel across92

the length of the device and the four pairs of orthogonal93

contacts intended for Hall resistance measurements. Before94

removing the protective Pd/Au layer from the EG, 1-μm-thick95

superconducting slabs composed of NbTiN were deposited on96

each side of the graphene Hall bar (150 μm wide, along vari-97

ous lengths), as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) and seen in final form98

in Fig. 1(c). Externally applied B fields between the lower99

and upper critical B fields of NbTiN are expected to deform100

around the slabs as magnetic flux incrementally penetrates101

the slab in the form of Abrikosov vortices, with the poten-102

tial for flux pinning to occur due to impurities and disorder103

[29–31].104

The last step for device preparation was the functional-105

ization process to regulate the electron density without the106

need for a top gate. The compound Cr(CO)6 was used in a107

custom, nitrogen-filled furnace at 130 °C. At this tempera-108

ture, the compound breaks down and forms functional group109

Cr(CO)3, which bonds to the EG surface in a way that does110

not degrade the electrical properties [32–35]. This step is111

crucial because it allows the electron density to remain low112

(on the order 1010 cm–2) while stored in air and with uniform113

annealing, which supports a uniform electron density across114

the device. The variation across the entire chip is on the order115

of 1010 cm–2 [34], which is small compared with the typical116

values of inherent electron doping in EG of 1013 cm–2 [36].117

The EG surface also typically hosts harmless particulates of118

oxidized chromium.119

B. Device and superconductor characterization120

A Janis Cryogenics cryostat was utilized for transport mea-121

surements [23]. All relevant data were collected at B-field122

values between 0 and ±5 T and at temperatures within the123

range 1.5–15 K and currents as high as 22 μA. Data from Hall124

resistance and longitudinal resistivity measurements were col-125

lected with lock-in amplifiers. The superconducting NbTiN126

slabs were characterized to determine several parameters ben-127

eficial for later analyses. The spacing between the slab edge128

and the EG edge was designed to be 5 μm. In Fig. 2(a),129

the NbTiN slab resistance was measured as a function of130

temperature using 1 μA of applied current, with the transi-131

tion temperature determined to be ∼12.51 K by taking the132

midpoint between the 10 and 90% asymptotic normal-state133

resistance values.134

Additional data on the upper critical field of the NbTiN135

slab are provided in the Supplemental Material [37]. In short,136

FIG. 1. (a) An illustration of the control device is provided. The
length and width of the Hall bar device are ∼2 mm and 10 μm,
respectively. A cross-section is shown below, and under normal ap-
plied B fields, field lines do not deviate. (b) An illustration of the
device with the superconducting slabs is provided. The small red
region indicates a magnification and cross-section shown just below.
Along the top edge of the Hall bar within the regions surrounded by
adjacent NbTiN slabs, the B field is expected to deform as a result
of the type-II superconducting mixed state (lines represent B field,
not flux quanta). (c) The optical image shows an example device
that was measured, with a gradually fading light blue augmented
outline showing the perimeter of the etched epitaxial graphene (EG).
The appearance of dirt or residue is a result of the functionalization
process.
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FIG. 2. (a) The NbTiN slab resistance was measured as a function of temperature using 1 μA, with the transition temperature determined
to be ∼12.5 K. (b) COMSOL simulations show the enhanced B field drop off away from the slab for different values of λL [23]. Simulations
were performed at 1.5 K and 1 T. The two solid lines indicate the closer approximations to the determined λL . (c) An illustration of the B-field
enhancement along the width of the device is provided, with the corresponding B-field profile shown in (d). (d) The B-field profiles for two
λL (300 and 350 nm, in orange and light blue color themes, respectively) were simulated along the width of the device, giving an idea for
the range of B-field variation and the average enhanced field. (e) A color map of the simulated enhanced B field along the cross-section of
the device [dashed red box in Fig. 2(b)] was generated with COMSOL at 1 T, with the black box in the lower left corner indicating the end of
the NbTiN slab and the epitaxial graphene (EG) film aligned with the bottom horizontal axis (starting at 5 μm) [23].

the approximation Bc2(0) ≈ 0.69 Tc
dBc2
dT gives us an upper137

critical field (at 0 K) of 11.41 ± 1.02 T [38,39]. With the138

well-known condition of overlapping vortices occurring at139

the upper critical field in type-II superconductors Bc2 = �0
2πξ 2 ,140

one may determine the coherence length ξ = 5.37 ± 0.24 nm.141

Given its relevance in later analyses, λL was determined by142

taking the reported value in the literature of the depairing143

current density in NbTiN [40–42]: 144

Jd (0) =
√

2�0Bc2(0)

27πμ2
0λL

4(0)
. (1)

Using the reported Jd (0) = 1.5 × 1011 A/m2 and �0 145

(2.0678 × 10–15 Wb), our λL(0) ≈ 354 ± 8 nm. This value 146

005400-3
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FIG. 3. (a) In the control device (top panel), the Hall resistances were measured in four regions, indicated by the corresponding color
themes. By extension, their electron densities were determined using the low-field slope to verify device uniformity. The bottom panel shows
the longitudinal resistivity curves. (b) In a device with the NbTiN slabs, the same four regions are measured, with a key difference being the
apparent horizontal scaling of the Hall resistances for two regions adjacent to the NbTiN slabs. Longitudinal resistivity was measured from top
contacts and bottom contacts for the regions 2 and 3 (red and green curves) and averaged between the top and bottom pairing of regions 1 and
4 (black and blue curves) with the source and drain contact. These data were collected at a different electron density to accentuate the effect of
the presence of the NbTiN slab. All data were adjusted for magnet hysteresis (more information in the Supplemental Material [37]).

does not change significantly at our measurement temperature147

of 1.5 K since this is an order of magnitude below the NbTiN148

transition temperature. It thus follows that the approximate149

GL parameter κ = λ
ξ

≈ 66.150

C. COMSOL simulations151

The cross-platform finite element analysis software COM-152

SOL was employed for simulating the Meissner effect in153

NbTiN [23]. The model was constructed with cylindrical154

symmetry to prevent the complications that can occur in155

rectangular coordinates [43,44]. The layout may be seen in156

the Supplemental Material [37]. The applied B field for the157

simulations was 1 T, which assumed a perfect Meissner state158

in NbTiN. The component values in the calculated B-field159

vector array scale linearly with applied B field. The enhanced160

B-field strength along the direction away from the slab is161

shown in Fig. 2(b) as a function of distance for various λL.162

The two solid lines indicate the closer approximations to the163

determined λL. The drop-off of the magnetic field strength164

away from the NbTiN is approximately proportional to the165

reciprocal distance cubed, as can be found from a log-log plot166

of Fig. 2(b) and comparing with similar calculations [45].167

An illustration and corresponding B-field enhancement is 168

shown for the cross-section of the device in Figs. 2(c) and 169

2(d), respectively. For the cases of λL being ∼300 nm (orange 170

colors) or 350 nm (light blue colors), the average B fields 171

were 1.53 and 1.45 T, respectively, and as indicated by the 172

dotted lines, with corresponding variations of 200 and 160 173

mT. In Fig. 2(e), a color map of the enhanced B field in the 174

cross-sectional area of the device edge was generated. Note 175

that the horizontal axis origin starts at the slab edge (and the 176

EG film at 5 μm on the horizontal axis and 0 μm on the 177

vertical axis), whereas the vertical axis starts in the center of 178

the slab. 179

III. OBSERVATION OF APPARENT MAGNETIC FIELD 180

ENHANCEMENT 181

Transport measurements were performed on control and 182

experimental devices, exemplified by the illustrations in 183

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. In the control device, Hall 184

resistances were measured in four regions, indicated by the 185

black, red, green, and blue curves. The slope of the Hall 186

resistance at low field (<1T) was used to calculate the elec- 187

tron density: ne = 1
e(

dRxy
dB )

. The variation in the electron density 188

005400-4
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is within the expected behavior, namely, on the order of189

1010 cm–2 [34]. Corresponding longitudinal resistance data190

were also collected. In Fig. 3(b), a device with the NbTiN191

slabs had the same four regions measured. The presence of192

the NbTiN slabs is a key difference in the configuration for193

regions 2 and 3. For both sets of data, apparent horizontal194

scalings of the resistance curves were observed. All data were195

adjusted for magnet hysteresis (see the Supplemental Material196

[37]).197

To better understand the forthcoming analysis of these198

data, a description of the physical phenomena behind all of199

these observations will be helpful. In the top data panel of200

Fig. 3(a), four distinct Hall resistances were measured simul-201

taneously on the control device. These data appear to take on202

negative magnetoresistances because of the change in polarity203

of the B field. Ultimately, the experimental measurements204

were recording the voltages between the top and bottom sets205

of electrical contacts. As with typical quantum Hall effect206

data, the ν = 2 plateaus appear to be at ± h
2e2 . The resistance207

data are obtained by dividing the measured voltages by the208

applied current, and since the voltages adopt a negative value209

for negative B-field values, one should expect to see the data210

as they appear in both Rxy panels. For the data in the top panel211

of Fig. 3(b), all four Hall resistances no longer overlap within212

expected electron density variations. Rather, the data for re-213

gions 1 and 4 (no adjacent slab) describe a similar electron214

density, whereas the data for regions 2 and 3, though matching215

in shape, describe a device with a different electron density216

(determined by the slope at low field, as seen above). For217

Fig. 3(b), the device was adjusted so that data were acquired at218

a different electron density than in Fig. 3(a) to accentuate the219

effects of the adjacent NbTiN slab. That is, at lower electron220

densities, the effect is still visible but more susceptible to221

experimental error due to the natural electron density variation222

across the device [34].223

By focusing on the bottom data panels of Figs. 3(a) and224

3(b), one may extract a similar conclusion with the mea-225

sured longitudinal resistivities. The notable observation for226

the longitudinal resistivity is that, when measuring the voltage227

between two adjacent electrical contacts within the region228

near the NbTiN slab, the resulting resistivity also appears229

horizontally contracted [red and green curves of Fig. 3(b)]230

with respect to a longitudinal resistivity determined outside of231

the affected regions. At lower electron densities, like that in232

Fig. 3(a), the longitudinal resistivity remains subdued, having233

only a major peak near zero field [34]. However, at higher234

electron densities, the emergence of Shubnikov–de Haas os-235

cillations becomes prominent, manifesting as side peaks in236

the magnetoresistance [46]. The electron density may also be237

estimated from the periodicity of these oscillations, but such238

estimations are not as accurate in this case as those estimated239

from the linearity of the Hall response. A very rough estimate240

of the horizontal scaling factor for both the Hall resistance241

and longitudinal resistivity may be estimated by simple con-242

traction of the horizontal axis for the data taken in the regions243

not adjacent to the NbTiN slab and in this case is ∼15%. The244

question then becomes one of determining the cause of the245

observed scaling.246

Two possible sources for the changes in the resistance vs247

B-field curves could include device inhomogeneity and tran-248

sient effects. As a reaffirmation, all devices were checked for 249

linearity in their zero-field current-voltage (I-V) responses (a 250

set of which is available in the Supplemental Material [37]). 251

After confirming this behavior, transient effects were analyzed 252

by ramping the magnetic field in steps of 0.1 T while measur- 253

ing the two resistances over a span of several time constants 254

corresponding to the equilibrating response. This resulted in 255

a time-dependent resistance measurement and a parametric 256

plot of the B-field-dependent resistance (both of which are in 257

the Supplemental Material [37]). The effects of any transient 258

phenomena were thus characterized and represented by an 259

uncertainty that became applicable to all resistance measure- 260

ments. 261

In Fig. 4(a), several Hall resistances and electron densities 262

were measured for both types of regions (with and without 263

NbTiN slabs). The data taken in regions without the slabs are 264

shown as dotted lines and labeled as actual, indicating the 265

lack of external effects on expected control measurements. For 266

the corresponding regions adjacent to the slabs, data curves 267

are plotted as solid curves labeled as apparent with a shaded 268

region indicating the 1σ uncertainty associated with electron 269

density variation and transient effects. This shading is only 270

presented for this graph to grant clarity in the remaining fig- 271

ures. The corresponding longitudinal resistances are shown in 272

Fig. 4(b) and verify the apparent scaling factor present within 273

the regions near NbTiN slabs. 274

One may intuitively gather that a superconductor in the 275

pure Meissner state (and to a smaller extent, a mixed state) 276

would expel B fields, possibly contributing to the apparent 277

scaling. In Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), temperature-dependent Hall 278

resistance and longitudinal resistivity data for a fixed electron 279

density were compared, respectively. The agreement of the 280

actual and apparent data (within experimental uncertainty) for 281

measurements at higher temperatures approaching Tc suggests 282

that the NbTiN superconducting state is contributing to the 283

observed scaling. 284

IV. ABRIKOSOV VORTEX CORRECTIONS 285

A. Comparing pure and mixed states 286

To better quantify the aforementioned observations, Hall 287

resistance data for a fixed electron density from regions with 288

and without NbTiN slabs were compared to yield the frac- 289

tional differences in Hall resistances [Fig. 5(a)]. The light 290

blue region indicates the bounds of what we are calling low 291

field since higher fields contribute nonlinearly to changes 292

in the electron density. To calculate electron densities with 293

low B-field resistance measurements, the B-field bounds are 294

roughly ±2 T. In Fig. 5(b), the difference in the actual and 295

apparent responses yield an average “enhancement” factor of 296

∼16.3%. This average was determined from low-field data 297

and is labeled as an enhancement factor for consistency with 298

what should be a stronger magnetic field near the NbTiN 299

slabs. To understand the extent of this enhancement, another 300

set of Hall resistance data was simulated by scaling the ac- 301

tual data with the expected average magnetic field across the 302

width of the device determined by the pure Meissner state 303

case in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e). All of these curves are shown in 304

Fig. 5(c), with the actual and apparent cases shown as gold 305

005400-5
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FIG. 4. (a) Several Hall resistances were measured for regions with and without nearby NbTiN slabs. Data taken in regions without the
slabs are shown as dotted lines (actual). For corresponding regions adjacent to the slabs, data curves are shown as solid with a shaded region
indicating the 1σ uncertainty associated with electron density variation and transient effects. (b) Longitudinal resistances were measured to
verify the apparent scaling factor present within the regions adjacent to NbTiN slabs. (c) Hall and (d) longitudinal resistance data for one
electron density were compared at several temperatures, with one being above Tc for NbTiN.

and red curves, respectively, and the pure Meissner, simulated306

resistance curve shown as a dotted blue curve.307

Another way to justify our low-field limitations to these308

analyses can be seen in Figs. 5(d)–5(f). The first derivatives309

for each of three Hall resistance measurements at three fixed310

electron densities are shown, and though the flatness is not311

ideal, it is evident that the characteristic linearity of actual312

data is only reliable for determining the electron density,313

and by extension, any clean contributions to local B-field314

enhancement, for B fields within ±1 T. Nonetheless, one may315

continue to analyze low-field data for learning more about the316

contributions of Abrikosov vortices on the observed B-field317

enhancement.318

B. Vortex contributions319

To gain a better understanding for how Abrikosov vortices320

are behaving at low fields and to attribute some density of vor-321

tices with our observations, we begin with the GL equations322

[Eqs. (2) and (3)]:323

1

2m

(
h̄

i
∇ − e

c
A

)2

ψ + αψ + β|ψ |2ψ = 0, (2)

J = c

4π
∇ × B = eh̄

2mi
(ψ∗∇ψ − ψ∇ψ∗) − e2

mc
ψ∗ψA. (3)

Within this discussion, we define all variables as such:324

m (mass), e (elementary charge), c (speed of light), ψ325

(wave function, with corresponding radial component f and326

long-distance coefficient ψ∞), α and β (phenomenological 327

parameters), J (current density), B (magnetic field), A (vector 328

potential), and �0 (magnetic flux quantum). A vortex can be 329

described by the following wave function: ψ = ψ∞ f (r)eiθ . 330

When used in conjunction with a nonsingular variation of the 331

London gauge potential, simplifying the GL equations yields 332

[46] 333

f − f 3 − ξ 2

[(
1

r
− 2πA

�0

)2

f − 1

r

d

dr

(
r

df

dr

)]
= 0, (4)

J = eh̄

m
ψ2

∞ f 2

(
1

r
− 2πA

�0

)
. (5)

The reason for pointing out these formulations is because, 334

in many instances of discussing a vortex, one typically only 335

concerns oneself with the B-field surrounding and far from 336

the core (which has a radius of about ξ ). For these cases, it is 337

well known that f can be approximated as unity, and solving 338

for Eqs. (4) and (5) yields a final vortex B field of [47] 339

B(r) = �0

2πλ2
K0

( r

λ

)
. (6)

In Eq. (6), K0 is a modified Bessel function of the second 340

kind. To construct any arrangement of vortices, it is important 341

to describe the B-field behavior in the core more accurately 342

since a logarithmically diverging field at small distances is not 343

realistic enough for our attributions. Thankfully, expressions 344
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FIG. 5. (a) Data for a fixed electron density are compared to yield the fractional difference observed in regions adjacent to NbTiN slabs. The
light blue region indicates the maximum extent of the validity of approximating the electron densities with low B-field resistance measurements.
(b) The difference in the actual and apparent responses yield an average enhancement factor of ∼16.3%, determined from the low-field data.
(c) Hall resistance data for a fixed electron density are compared for the actual and apparent cases (gold and red, respectively) as well as a
simulated response curve for the event where the superconductors are in a pure Meissner state (dotted blue). (d)–(f) The first derivatives of the
Hall resistance for three electron densities are shown to exhibit the extent of the validity of low-field electron density approximations.

for f have been derived for such small distances [47]:345

f (r) ≈ r

2ξ

{
1 − r2

8ξ 2

[
1 + B(0)

Bc2

]}
. (7)

In this case, B(0) comes from a fixed value near the center346

of the vortex (r → 0), found once A(r) is known via A(r) =347

1
r

r
∫
0

r′B(r′)dr′. Equation (7), when substituted into Eqs. (4)348

and (5), enables one to numerically solve the more accurate349

form of B(r). This vortex field, specific to the NbTiN slabs,350

is plotted in the Supplemental Material [37], along with a351

short-range summation of periodic, neighboring vortices to352

demonstrate how these flux quanta, when arranged appropri-353

ately, allow a B field (Bc2 > B > Bc1) to penetrate the NbTiN354

slab. By taking the limit of the summation in the case where355

the free energy of the vortex system is minimized [47,48], we356

obtain a triangular lattice of spacing: ( 4
3 )1/4

√
�0
B (which is also357

plotted in the Supplemental Material [37]).358

One may now say that, for a reasonably low field (<1T), a 359

triangular formation of Abrikosov vortices, with an intercore 360

distance lower bound of the order of 10ξ , reduces the impact 361

of the Meissner effect on local B-field enhancement by a factor 362

with a lower bound of ∼2.5 to 3. This reduction is determined 363

by taking the ratio of the horizontal scaling factors observed, 364

one set of which is shown in Fig. 5(c). The inclusion of flux 365

pinning and defects are beyond the scope of this analysis, but 366

it is understood that ideal-case scenarios have inherent math- 367

ematical limitations. Though these observations have given 368

an overall upper bound to the effect of Abrikosov vortices 369

on the changes in Hall resistance and longitudinal resistivity, 370

the inherent physics behind the enhanced field should not 371

change in the event that other superconductors are used. Ob- 372

servations with type-I superconductors are warranted in future 373

studies, despite critical temperatures being of millikelvin or- 374

der. Furthermore, for applications to other two-dimensional 375

materials, such as germanene, silicene, or phosphorene, 376

appropriate experimental conditions must be established 377

to measure the effect of any enhanced field, especially 378
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if a linear Hall effect at low B field is not present in the379

material.380

V. CONCLUSIONS381

In this paper, we investigated the effects of enhanced B382

fields resulting from adjacent type-II superconducting NbTiN383

slabs on the magnetotransport physics of narrow Hall bar384

devices fabricated from EG. The observed apparent changes385

in the magnetoresistances were found to have minimal con-386

tributions from device inhomogeneities, magnet hysteresis,387

electron density variations along the devices, and transient388

phenomena. The mixed state in type-II superconductors389

enabled the formation of Abrikosov vortices. When our de-390

termined λL was coupled with elements of GL theory, an391

approximation of the vortex densities at low field (<1T) be-392

came calculable. This analysis ultimately offered an upper393

bound to the effect of Abrikosov vortices on the changes in394

Hall resistance and longitudinal resistivity. The results and395

analyses presented here offer advancement in the application 396

space of low-field, low-temperature technologies, where the 397

local B-field enhancement can reduce future B-field require- 398

ments for a variety of devices. 399
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